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USE OF AERIAL VIDEOGRAPHY IN
WILDLIFE HABITAT STUDIES
JOHN G. SIDLE, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 203 West Second Street, Grand Island, NE 68801
JERRY W. ZIEWITZ, Platte River Whooping Crane Habitat Maintenance Trust, 2550 North Diers
Avenue, Suite H, Grand Island, NE 68803

STUDY AREA

Aerial videography is an inexpensive and
easy-to-use remote sensing tool. The technol-

We used videography and 35-mm color photography
to quantify piping plover (Charadrius melodus) and
least tern (Sterna antillarum) nesting habitat along 400
cently have video cameras, recorders, and
km of the Platte River, Nebraska between Lexington
and the river's confluence with the Missouri River. Both
monitors become compact and inexpensive
birds nest on barren to sparsely vegetated sandbars in
enough to be practical tools for field researchthe river and at barren to sparsely vegetated sand and
ers and managers. Although the resolution ofgravel pits adjacent to and up to several km from the
video imagery is poorer than that of photog- river (U.S. Fish and Wildl. Serv. 1988, 1990). Nesting
substrate appears light-colored to white on the aerial
raphy, videography is available for use imvideography, vegetation is green, and water is a variety
mediately after recording, videotapes are less of dark colors. The quantity and quality of riverine
expensive than conventional film and process- sandbars are influenced by water levels and vegetation.
ing, and the electronic video signal is amenableHence, we videotaped the Platte River numerous times
during 1988-1989 to determine the availability of pipto computer-assisted interpretation and anal- ing plover and least tern nesting habitat at different
ysis (Meisner 1985, Cowardin et al. 1989). Theseriver flows. We photographed sand and gravel pits and
advantages are major reasons behind the grow- selected river areas to compare with corresponding
video frames.

ogy has existed for many years, but only re-

ing use of videography.

A variety of aerial videographic systems have

been used to collect data on soil types (Everitt
et al. 1988a), grassland phytomass (Everitt et
al. 1986), freeze-damaged citrus foliage (Escobar et al. 1983), rangeland conditions (Ev-

AIRBORNE VIDEO SYSTEM

Our airborne video system consists of a c
composite video camera, cassette recorder,

mote control, color monitor, and power sup

eritt and Nixon 1985), plant diseases (Manzer

costing $2,900 (1988 prices throughout arti
and Cooper 1982), weed and crop plants (Rich- and installed into a Cessna 172 aircraft.
ardson et al. 1985), and other natural resources
A custom-made aluminum mount ($335)
(Nixon et al. 1985, Everitt et al. 1988b). These
holds the camera above the fuselage port ($350
systems employ multiband video, color infor port construction) in the baggage comfrared (Meisner and Lindstrom 1985, Maggio

partment (Fig. 1). The mount secures the

and Baker 1988) and other modified video

camera in a vertical orientation but allows hor-

cameras. They are more complex and expenizontal rotation of the camera should adjustsive than an off-the-shelf color composite video ments be necessary in flight. Four rubber feet
camera system such as we and others have used on the mount partially isolate the camera from
successfully (Pierce 1986, Cowardin et al. 1989). aircraft vibrations. Those wishing to access the
Our objectives are to describe an inexpensive camera during flight to align the field of view
airborne video system and a microcomputer
with section lines and other features (Cowardin
system for video analysis suited for use by field- et al. 1989) may desire a cabin door mount
level personnel, and to discuss some practical
(Long et al. 1986) or a port located in a forward
aspects of using such systems.

section of the aircraft (Maggio and Baker 1988).
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The focal length of our camera's zoom lens
is 10.5-84 mm. We use the shortest focal length

(maximum wide angle) and fly as low as possible to achieve the best possible image resolution and color quality of the river and a

narrow strip of land along each bank. With a
lens focal length of 10.5 mm and an aboveground altitude of 1,370 m, our camera captures a ground width of 1,150 m. Other aboveground altitude and focal-length combinations
can achieve coverage widths of 152-3,810 m
(Meisner 1985). Shorter lenses are available that
Fig. 1. Mounted video camera in the baggage comwill maintain a given field of view at lower
partment of a Cessna 172 aircraft. The camera has 2
altitudes.
tripod mount holes allowing a secure hold of the camera. The mount is attached to a sheet of aircraft aluOur camera is equipped with an optional
minum with 3 shock-absorbing mounts. The entire unit
strobe-effect shutter that operates at a speed
fastens to the compartment floor with 4 screws. The
of 1/1,000 second for exposure at 1/60 second
camera can slide up and down the two vertical camera
supports for desired height and rotate horizontally apintervals. This reduces the blurring effects of
proximately 650.
aircraft vibration and motion but increases
lighting requirements.
we can record about 333 km of the Platte River
To produce accurate color reproduction,
in 2 hours ($65/hr for pilot and aircraft). For
videography requires adjustments to the color
our
400-km coverage of the Platte River, we
temperature of the scene called white balancing. White balance can be set manually or
use 2 tapes, dividing the river at the same
point during each flight.
automatically on our camera. Automatic white
balancing on this camera employs a sensor atop During flight, the VCR rests in its case on a
the camera that detects the color temperaturepad of foam rubber on the back seat, and is
connected to the camera by a single cable. A
of the scene and continuously controls the gain
color video monitor displays what the VCR is
of red and blue signals. The sensor may be
recording, and rests in a portable stand that is
advantageous on long flights because color

w -I

temperatures change as the scene and the po- placed on the floor in front of the forward right
seat (Fig. 2). A remote control makes it possible
sition of the sun change. Our mount, however,
to operate the camera and VCR from a single
does not allow use of the sensor. We rely upon
one manual white balance setting performed location, which is advantageous in small airon the ground before the flight and must re-craft.
The monitor can be powered by its own
move the camera from the mount or land if
the original setting is lost. Video cameras with rechargeable battery, and the camera, remote
control, and VCR can be powered by a rethrough-the-lens white balancing are now
chargeable battery in the VCR. However, these
available.
We record onto professional grade %-inch batteries will be fully discharged after 60 min(12.7 mm) NTSC standard videotapes ($5 each utes. The aircraft's 28-volt electrical system
can be modified to power the video system,
when purchased in bulk). Professional tapes
are broadcast quality and feature better coer- but isolating the video system from the aircivity than other tapes. One tape can record 2 craft's electrical system is preferred (Pierce
1986). We use an independent, sealed, 12-volt,
hours of data, using the highest-quality recording speed. At a ground speed of 90 knots, deep-cycle gel battery (sealed to prevent acid
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the Platte River. We rely upon ground measurements of bridge lengths and other landscape features along our flight path to calibrate
the scale of particular video scenes during data
analysis.
To obtain complete coverage of the river
and minimize image distortion, we maintain
wings-level flight. At bends in the river we slip
the aircraft with rudder and opposite ailerons
for a level turn.

We keep a written log of tape-counter numbers from the VCR as we fly over bridges and
Fig. 2. Color video monitor on the floor of a Cessna
other landmarks to index our videography in
172 aircraft. It is placed at an angle to facilitate viewing
order
to quickly locate particular video scenes
by the pilot and observer. An optional screen hood (not
shown) reduces sunlight glare. The remote control for later for viewing or analysis. The observer can

the VCR and camera rests on the right seat and is held
use a microphone to record information on the
by the observer during flight.

audio track of the videotape.

leaks). The battery sits in a plastic case and is
VIDEOGRAPHY WORKSTATION
wired to 2 cigarette lighter outlets mounted on
The following computer hardware compr
the case. The outlets receive power cords from
the essential elements of our videography
the monitor and VCR.
workstation to process aerial videography, i.e.,
to measure or make maps of ground features:
FLIGHT OPERATIONS

-IBM PC/AT-compatible microcomputer
We store and transport our video equipment
with 20-megabyte (Mb) fixed disk drive,
in 2 padded and waterproof cases ($140). The
math coprocessor, 640 kilobytes (Kb) memequipment can be installed aboard the aircraft
ory, monochrome monitor, and mouse
in about 20 minutes. All equipment is checked
($2,400)
for proper operation and settings before start-video frame grabber ($1,500)
ing the aircraft engine. One observer controls
-medium resolution analog red-green-blue
and monitors the video system, advises the picolor monitor ($1,200)
lot, and takes notes. The pilot periodically observes the monitor to check the camera's field
An existing AT-compatible microcomputer
of view. We use headsets with voice-activated
serving other office functions can continue such
microphones ($350) and a portable intercom
functions and be upgraded with the above
($230) to improve communication between the hardware to process videography. Although a
pilot and observer amid aircraft noise. For our 20-Mb disk is adequate to store the computer's
flights over the Platte River, we fly in the early operating system, image processing software
morning or late afternoon to avoid recording
and some video scenes, we recommend disk
mid-day glare on the river. Early-morning and drives of 40 Mb or more.
late-afternoon shadows have not interfered with The video frame grabber is a graphics disanalysis of video scenes.
play device that links video input and output
We usually fly at a constant mean sea-level devices to the computer. It captures a selected
altitude of 1,676 m. Our aboveground altitude video image from the camera or videotape,
gradually decreases as we fly westward along stores the scene in computer memory and dis-
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plays the scene on the analog red-green-blue
color monitor (Fig. 3). Program menus and
other textual information are displayed on the
monochrome monitor. We view videotapes of
the Platte River and capture scenes taken on
different dates over 94 study sites to measure
habitat characteristics. These scenes can be
analyzed immediately or saved on a storage
device for later processing.
Optional hardware extends the capabilities
of a videography workstation:
-optical disk drive ($2,300)
-color printer ($1,500)
-film/slide adaptor ($200)
-digital color scanner ($6,500)
We use an optical disk drive and 230-Mb

-an-

Fig. ~3.> A ie cnf tePlat ie, Nbak

optical disks ($95 each) to store image data.
Large-capacity storage is useful because each
on 11 May 1988 near river mile 19, captured from a
image we capture requires 491,538 Kb. We
videotape by a video frame grabber and displayed on
capture images of 94 study sites along the Platte
an analog red-green-blue color monitor. Least terns
River from the tapes of each videography misnested on the sandbar in the center of the river in 1988.
sion, which requires 46.2 Mb. Capturing 15
missions to monitor piping plover and least
tern habitat during various river stages reRiver and sand and gravel pits as video data
quires 693 Mb. Photography (282 color slides)
by attaching a film/slide adaptor to the lens
of sand and gravel pits requires 138 Mb, and
of our video camera. We view the slide on the
the base maps to geographically index the river
color monitor and zoom to any particular area
and pit scenes require 36 Mb. Therefore, our
of the slide. After the area is selected and the
storage requirement for this project is 867.2
color properly adjusted, the image is captured
Mb, which is equivalent to 723 high-density
and processed in the same manner as data from
(1.2 Mb) floppy diskettes. We can store all of
a videotape or video camera.
our images on 4 optical disks, which is an adAn optional flat-bed image scanner extends
vantage over floppy diskettes. A major disadthe capabilities of the videography workstation
vantage is that our optical disks are write-once
to applications with maps, photographic prints,
media, i.e., files cannot be erased and replaced
transparencies, and drawings. The scanner digwithout losing the disk's storage capacity. Opitizes color and black-and-white materials at
tical drives using erasable optical media are
resolutions of 30-300 dots/inch The scanner
now available.
generates images of excellent quality, but is
A color printer makes paper copies of video
expensive. As an alternative, we can use our
scenes. Black and white copies can be made
video camera to digitize maps and photos, but
on a variety of dot-matrix and laser printers.
image quality is poor.
We have used printed scenes from videotapes

of the Platte River on the same day of acquisition to ground-truth measurements of sandbar dimensions.

We use the Map and Image Processing Sys-

We capture 35-mm color slides of the Platte

tem software (MIPS; MicroImages, Inc., Lin-

IMAGE PROCESSING
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similar procedure with our images of sand and
gravel pits.
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delimited area into groups based on pixel color.
The interpreter selects prototype pixels belonging to a particular cover type, using the
mouse pointer. The computer then locates all
pixels having the same range of colors as the
prototype pixels and paints them a single primary color for easy identification. After the
interpreter is satisfied that all "bare sand" pixels, for example, have been classified, he proceeds to the next cover type. The user may
manually edit the classification. The final area
measurements are tabulated in a data file for
later statistical analysis in combination with
ground measurements of the site. We use a

C

The interpretation and classification of video scenes from videotape and color slides are
comparable (Table 1), and fast and accurate

3

71/CM

when classifying distinct features such as dry
white sand and deep, dark water. Such features
occur at sand and gravel pits and in the Platte
River channel at high river flows. Video scenes
taken during very low river flows are difficult
to classify because shallow water and damp
Fig. 4. Classified video scenes on different dates and
sand
appear similar in color. Analysis of digat different flows (cubic meters/second [cms]) near river mile 19 on the Platte River, Nebraska. The black
itized color slides taken during low river flows
areas are exposed sandbars and white areas are water.
pose the same problems.
The white dot in the 24 May, 24 June, and 6 July scenes
Figure 4 illustrates the changes at one rivis the area where least terns nested in 1988. The variation in channel boundaries on the different dates is
erine sandbar site where least terns nested in
due to user interpretation.
1988. One factor affecting the least tern on the
Platte and other rivers during the breeding
season is the untimely release of water from
coln, Nebr.; $3,000). (Use of registered trade upstream dams and irrigation return flows (U.S.
Fish and Wildl. Serv. 1990). Although natural
name does not imply U.S. government enflooding of nests does occur, man's discharges
dorsement.) We briefly discuss our principal
further decrease hatching success. Repetitive
use of MIPS which would likely be that of most
field offices.
aerial videography along with some ground
measurements of sandbar elevations are enFor each of our study sites, we measure the
ha
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Table 1. The area (ha) of sand, water, and vegetation at sand and gravel pits and along the Platte River ch
calculated from video scenes captured from color slides and videotape and using Map Image Processing so
Sand and gravel pit scenes River scenes
Pit

Slide

1

Video

Pit

2

Slide

Video

River

Slide

1

River

Video

Slide

2

Video

Sand 1.6 1.7 2.9 3.1 7.0 5.4 0.9 0.6
Water 3.0 3.0 3.6 3.7 9.2 11.0 12.6 12.5
Vegetation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.08 5.7 6.3
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study area to obtain medium-scale photography would cost over $9,000. Our videography

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

is of poorer quality than such photography,
but suits our needs and costs $275/flight. In

This paper describes the equipment needed
habitat studies of the Platte River, our aerial

and some techniques used for the acquisition
videography system has enabled us to easily
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1988b.
and inexpensively monitor a dynamic wildlife

Applications of videography technology

in natural resource management. Pages 28-48 in

habitat resource.

G. J. Buhyoff, ed. Proc. Resource Technology 88:
symposium on advanced technology
in natural resource management. Amer. Soc. for

Most natural resource agencies rent aircraft
international
for occasional use. Before acquiring an air-

borne video system, determine the availability
of rental aircraft with an appropriate fuselage
port or identify a rental company that is willing to cut a port. Then, rent or borrow a video
camera system to determine whether videography will resolve the surface features of interest to you.

Video camera technology is evolving rap-

color monitors than ours would enhance operational convenience. Cameras and VCR's
having greater resolution are being developed

for the general market, and it should soon be
possible to record navigational outputs onto
video tapes from Loran-C devices and the
Global Positioning Satellite system.
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